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PORTRAIT TO THE USA
OBRAZ DO AMERIKY

sk ›‹ 2009 ›‹ dvd ›‹ col. ›‹ 
16 min. ›‹ documentary
d, sc: peter kováčik ›‹ dop: rasťo
trizma ›‹ mu: janko siažik jr., martin
králik ›‹ ed: michal kondrla ›‹ 
cast: janko siažik & family ›‹ 
pc: všmu ›‹ sales: ftf všmu

He was supposed to create a great work
of art but instead, he ended up on the
social periphery. Today, he wants to fi-
nish the work that he had not been
able to begin.

PETRŽALKA IDENTITY
IDENTITY PETRŽALKY

sk ›‹ 2010 ›‹ blu-ray ›‹ col. ›‹ 
24 min. ›‹ documentary
d: juraj chlpík ›‹ sc, dop: juraj
chlpík, kal karman ›‹ ed: maroš
šlapeta, matej beneš ›‹ cast: štefan
mokráň, miroslav marceli, félix
belica, ján ďurinda, peter masár,
daniela nováčková, zuzana hrašková
and others ›‹ pc and sales: protos
productions

The “Petržalka” housing estate is an ur-
ban complex with 130,000 inhabitants.
The film would like to present concrete
faces on the background of a uniform in-
terior. It talks about ongoing efforts to
set up home in this area and set down
roots in this concrete jungle.

STONES
KAMENE

sk ›‹ 2010 ›‹ 35 mm ›‹ col. ›‹ 
26 min. ›‹ animation
d, sc: katarína kerekesová ›‹ 
dop: peter hudák ›‹ mu: marek 
piaček ›‹ anim: ivana šebestová,
slávka bíliková, katarína 
kerekesová, leevi lehtinen ›‹ 
pc and sales: od plotny, ekran,
foolmoon

An animated musical.
Ten men work in a quarry. They resemb-
le the stones that they shift around in
the mechanical rhythm of their work.
One evening, the rhythm is broken. The
wife of the manager visits the quarry.
She brings emotion and human warmth
into their space. However, she will soon
discover that the quarry is no place for
her to live.
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